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Abstract 
DbAccess is an X-windows application, written in IDL®, meeting many specialized statistical and 
graphical needs of NSTX Plasma Physicists, such as regression statistics and the analysis of variance. 
Flexible �views� and �joins,� which include options for complex SQL expressions, facilitate mixing data 
from different database tables. General Atomics Plot Objects add extensive graphical and interactive 
capabilities. An example is included for plasma confinement-time scaling analysis using a multiple linear 
regression least-squares power fit. 
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1. Background 
 
The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) began fusion experiments at the Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) in February, 1999 [1].  During an experimental cycle, or 
�shot,� a plasma is produced and over 200 megabytes of data are acquired from instruments in 
dozens of subsystems, hosted by Unix, VMS and Windows computers. A typical run day has 
around 40 shots. NSTX runs for between 12 and 20 weeks a year. Over 1 terabyte of raw and 
analyzed NSTX data currently resides on disk. 
 
Most raw and analyzed data from NSTX are stored in MDSplus (Stillerman [2], Davis, [3]), a 
data acquisition and storage system used at several fusion facilities world-wide. Generalized tools 
allow straightforward access to data from individual shots. Batch jobs run between shots, or off-
line, to calculate and write summary information, consisting of tens or hundreds of values per 
shot, to an Microsoft® SQL (MS-SQL) Server 2000 database. 
 
2. Reasons for Using a Database 
 
Plasma physics databases are used to explore the statistical relationships between various 
measured and/or calculated quantities. Examples include stability limit studies and energy 
confinement scaling (Christiansen [4]). Through regression analysis of database values, �scaling 
laws� are used to identify important aspects of fusion plasmas and to help design new fusion 
devices. �Global� parameters (characterizing an entire plasma, such as �maximum plasma 
current�) are useful for confirming theoretical explanations of important phenomena. �Local� 
properties, such as gradients within a plasma, can be compared directly to theoretical predictions 
[Hoang [5]).  
 
All of the raw data and most of the analyzed data for NSTX is accessible from disk through an 
MDSplus data server. Instead of keeping data in separate databases, we could simply read it from 
MDSplus, and recalculate the desired parameters before each analysis. One reason not to do this 
is the significant speed increases when retrieving processed summary information from our 
databases.  For example, extracting the peak plasma current for 1000 shots directly from 
MDSplus takes about 4 minutes, but takes only a few seconds from a database. The space 



currently used by our databases is small compared to that of the raw data, so additional disk space 
is not an issue.   
 
Another advantage of storing values in databases is that an expert can process the raw data and 
make decisions about inclusion and data validity. For example, for confinement-time scalings, 
only shots that reached a �steady state� are desired. 
 
3. Reasons for Using DbAccess 
 
Previous experiments at PPPL made extensive use of databases using the locally-developed 
LOCUS[6] and MINGL[7] programs. These powerful tools were written in FORTRAN, use a 
command line interface, and only produce Tektronix graphics, so their continued use and 
maintenance is unattractive. After data is entered into a database, commercial packages, such as 
EXCEL® or JMP® [8], can be used for sophisticated analysis, including the multiple linear 
regression shown later as an example. However, these packages can be time consuming to learn 
and awkward for routine, multi-step use. They also do not incorporate data-loading features. 
 
DbAccess is an X-windows application, written in IDL® [9], which provides a point-and-click 
interface for many specialized statistical and graphical needs of NSTX Physicists, such as 
regression statistics and the analysis of variance. Multiple linear least squares fits used for 
confinement-time scaling and other analyses, involve just a few clicks in DbAccess. Constraints 
on data selection and graphical representations are straightforward. Flexible �views� and �joins� 
are possible, including the optional use of complex SQL expressions. IDL scripts may be 
generated automatically for loading databases from batch jobs. The integration of a plotting 
package from General Atomics (GA Plot Objects[10]) adds extensive interactive graphics 
capabilities (and documentation). DbAccess can use ODBC drivers (currently requiring IDL�s 
Dataminer option), or routines included in the MDSplus distribution, to connect to a remote or 
local database. 
 
4. Data Stored in NSTX Databases 
 
There is no centralized control over the content of the physics database for NSTX, which makes it 
easy for users create tables and access data. A table named �contents� describes the other tables in 
the database and many of the table �columns� which may be of general interest.  Some of the 
tables in the NSTX database are routinely accessed by many people, such as those used for the 
Logbook application; these include descriptive and evaluative comments about each plasma shot.  
Some researchers create their own database tables, and some specify algorithms for programmers 
to implement. The Survey table, for example, lists 20 general plasma parameters at 3 times-of-
interest: 1) near the beginning of �ramp-up�, 2) during the �flat-top,� and, 3) at the time of the 
maximum plasma current (excluding times of disruptions or spikes). The EFIT table contains 
about 70 characteristic values from the common equilibrium fitting code, Efit [11], at the times of 
maximum plasma current, stored energy and beta (the ratio of plasma energy  to magnetic field 
energy). The Haccess table contains about 80 columns relevant to H-mode studies [12]. About 20 
other tables contain more specialized data. Databases can be loaded interactively or from files 
using DbAccess, but more typically, batch jobs containing IDL scripts write to a database table 
after each shot.  All data is readable by everyone on our network.  
 
5. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Example 
 



The following example examines the effect of various discharge parameters on NSTX energy 
confinement. After starting DbAccess at PPPL and double-clicking on the tau2002 database in the 
left-hand column, pulling down on the �Data Access� menu produces the widget in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. DbAccess Startup Widget 

 
Constraints on the data to be included may be selected from the widget shown in Fig. 2. In this 
case, L-mode plasmas with no RF power input are specified. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. DbAccess Constrain Data Widget 

 
Clicking on Select in Fig. 2 results in a widget displaying a scrollable table of the data.  From that 
widget, you may save the data to a file, print it, plot it, select and remove rows or click on 
�Analyze,� which brings up the �DbAccess Model� widget (Fig. 3). 
 
The form of a multiple linear regression model is y = a0 + a1*x1 + a2*x2 + �. X1, x2, etc., are the 
�effects� chosen for the model (by selecting a parameter in the main list, and clicking on the Add 
button). Scaling laws in plasma physics tend to be of the form y = a0 * x1 a1*x2 a2

 �. This 



exponential equation can be linearized by taking the natural log of it before computing the 
multiple linear regression, and exponentiating the resulting equation afterwards. This occurs if the 
�Use Powers� box is checked in the DbAccess Model window. 

 
Fig. 3. DbAccess Model Configuration Widget 

 
Clicking on �Run Model� in Fig. 3 pops up two windows. The output shown in Fig. 4 is similar 
to that produced from Excel® Data Analysis tools and JMP® [8]. These common statistical 
parameters are used for assessing the variance in the data and the confidence of the fit. 

 
Fig. 4. DbAccess Regression Statistics Example 

 



 

 
Fig. 5. DbAccess Regression Plot Example 

 
The power law fit equation, f = 4.0 ip0.73  bt0.30 plossf0.79, the label on the X-axis in Fig. 5, is 
plotted against taumhdf from the database. The exponents derived indicate how important the 
respective quantities are for energy confinement. These values may be compared to those from 
other fusion devices. 
 
The plot in Fig. 5 was produced using GA Plot Objects in IDL. Some coding changes were 
necessary, but the net gain in features and �friendliness� was enormous. For example, crosshairs 
may be used to select a point for which the x and y values are displayed in the white box at the 
top. The plot can be zoomed or resized with the mouse. After checking the Mark box, clicking on 
a data point will cause the corresponding row in the Selection table widget (not shown) to be 
highlighted. Virtually all IDL plotting options can be changed from various dialog boxes by 
selecting �Set Plot Appearance� under the Edit menu.  See the DbAccess manual [13], or 
documentation on General Atomics� ReviewPlus [14], for more information. 
 
6. Future Plans 
 
We plan to remove the need for IDL�s Dataminer when using ODBC drivers to connect to the 
database and possibly write our own IDL ODBC interface. We also hope to make the data-
loading function more user-friendly so as to reduce the need for programmer assistance.  We may 
add security features to prevent inadvertent changes to database tables. 
 
7. Summary 
 



Summary databases were used more frequently on early fusion experiments at PPPL than they are 
today. We hope that an easy-to-use tool that automates complex, but regularly used, operations, 
such as power law scaling, will empower our physicists to find insights into their data more 
readily. We also hope this work can benefit other laboratories, just as our use of the GA Plot 
Objects has benefited this project. 
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